National Taiwan University Campus Wireless Usage Violation Processing

Operation Key Points

103.9.3 Passed by the Computer and Information Networking Center

Art. 1. To protect the campus information security and network operation, National Taiwan University Computer and Information Networking Center (C&INC) set the following points according to “National Taiwan University Campus Wireless Usage Regulation” Article 6.

Art. 2. When notified about violation of intellectual rights, C&INC can take the following actions:

1. If received an official document from an outside organization, C&INC will forward it to the belonging unit of the suspected user that violated intellectual rights. The responsible unit should report the process result to the outside organization by official document and also notify the C&INC. If the outside organization provided evidence to the case by email or other ways, C&INC will forward the information to the responsible unit and process it according to school regulations.
2. C&INC will restrict the suspected device from connecting to campus network.
3. C&INC will publish the IP address and reason of the intellectual property violation on the NTU Information Security Center webpage.
4. The responsible unit notifies the user to clear the work that violated intellectual property immediately.
5. When the responsible unit has finished handling the issue, please notify C&INC to restore the network connection right to the violated device.

Art. 3. When received or detected network abnormality, C&INC can take the following actions:

1. If received an official document from an outside organization, C&INC will forward it to the belonging unit of the user of the network abnormality. The responsible unit should report the process result to the outside organization by official document and also notify the C&INC. If the outside organization provided records to the case by email or other ways, C&INC will forward the information to the responsible unit and process it according to school regulations.
2. C&INC will restrict the abnormal device from connecting to campus network.
3. C&INC will publish the IP address and reason of the abnormal device on the NTU Information Security Center webpage.
4. The responsible unit notifies the user to handle the abnormality.
5. When the responsible unit has finished handling the issue, please notify C&INC to restore the network connection right to the abnormal device.

Art. 4. These points will implement on the published date when the C&INC passed it in the administrative conference.